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Descriptive Summary

Provenance: Gift of Pierre F. Cook, 1943
Title: Hugh McCall Collection
Dates: 1857-1867
Abstract: This collection contains several documents pertaining to Hugh McCall.
Extent: 3 folders
Accession: 12501.01-.05

Biographical / Historical Note

<Information about the background of the Collection including biographical information on the family, historical information on included events, etc.>

Scope and Content

This collection includes bank drafts, a letter, and a copy of mortgage.

Subjects

Hugh McCall

Access of Use Restrictions

Access

Collection is open for research
Related or Separated Materials

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation

Hugh McCall Collection, Louisiana State Museum Historical Center

Acquisition Information

Acquired from Mr. Pierre F. Cook as a gift in 1943

Notes

The following items from Record Group 218 have been placed into the oversized combination box number 3:


Contents List


Folder 2: Copy of mortgage from Thomas Oliver and wife to Hugh McCall. October 15, 1859.

Folder 3: Draft to order of Anne June Wallace. April 14, 1866
Draft to order of H.H. Thompson on Hugh McCall for $500. August 21, 1867.